he goeswithout a propername,but recentlythe 17thbrightis drawing
est star of the northern constellationCassiopeiae
professional
attention
of
amateur
and
astronomers
worldthe
or p Cas,brightwide.In the springof 2000Rho Cassiopeiae,
enedup to magnitude4.0,then dimmedto an astonishing5.3
over the next half year,while changingits usual yellowish(o Orionis).
white color to the red-orangeglareof Betelgeuse
Sucha rapid, extraordinarychangewas also observedfor the star in
1946,bringing it to the attentionof astronomerseverl.where.
Varioustypes of variablestarsare known to changetheir visual
brightnessin a rather predictableway-stars such as Mira (o Ceti)
and Algol (B Persei).And the R CoronaeBorealisstarscansuddenly dim by severalmagnitudes;they aremuch fainter and lessintrinsicallyluminous than p Cas,however.
Indeed,shining at about half a million times the Sun'sluminosity, Queenp Casis known to be one of the mostluminouscool stars
of our Galaxy.Tuckedawayin the Orion spiral arm of the Galaxy,at
an approximatedistanceof ten thousand light-years,it is possibly
the most distant star with a surfacetemperaturecomparableto that
of our Sun that can easilybe observedwith the unaidedeye.
The study of luminous cool (yellow to red) and hot (blue to
a number of key astrophysicalquestionsthat
white) starsaddresses
pertain to the very existenceof stellarobjectsin general.
. Why do we observemany more luminous hot starsthan
Iuminous cool starsin the Galaxy?
. Why do we not seecool starsmore luminousthan about
a million Suns?
. What physical mechanismsdetermine the relationship
betweena star'sluminosity and its mass,the most fundamental parameter?
. Are these mechanismsuniversal in the sensethat they
alwaysoperateregardlessof other intrinsic stellarparameterssuch as radius,surfacetemperature,composition,
age, and rotation, or external properties like binarity,
groupor association
membership,
or eventhe star'slocation in the Galaxy?
To phrasethe lastquestiondifferently:why do we observestarswith,
for instance,comparablesurfacetemperaturesand total intrinsic
very differentspectralsignatures?
magnitudes,
but possessing

Visual brightness variations of p Cas observed over the last decade are
strongly related to changes in the velocity of the atmosphere, as inferred
from the position of absorption lines in the hypergiant's optical spectrum.
During the 2000 outburst, the star dimmed by | .3 magnitudes and the surface temperature decreased by at least 3000 K as a result of the supersonic expansion of the entire atmosphere approximately one hundred
days earlier.Yellow points in the figure indicate flow velocities in the lower
atmosphere measured from an individual absorption line. Photometric
data in upper panel are courtesy of the American (A.AVSO), French
(AFOEV), and Japanese(VSNET) amateur observer groups. Plot courtesy
of the author,

ence(or absence)
of dark featurescalled"spectralabsorptionlines,"
for sunlightby Iosephvon Fraunhoferin 1814.These
first cataloged
spectralsignaturescontain a wealth of information about the physical circumstances
of the stellaratmospheresin which they form but
that cannotbe deducedfrom observingthe brightnessof a staror its
variabilityovertime.The spectrum(Latinfor "ghost")of a starcontains the unique fingerprints of the chemicalelementspresentand
is determinedby the physicalmechanismsthat distribute the energy of photons into various visible colors and those invisible to the
human eye-from energeticgammaraysand x raysto lower-energy
infrared,microwave,and radio waves.
X raysand radio waveshaveyet to be detectedfrom p Cas,but the

"shining
hatfamillion
times
theSunt
atabout
luminosity,
p Cas
isoneoftheGalaxy's
most
luminous
c00[s
stars"
p Cas is a distant star for which modern, space-borneimaging
doesnot revealclearlydiscerniblestructuresin its surroundingenvironment-for example,there appearsto be no reflectionnebulaand this is real hindranceto our efforts at inferring its stellarproperties.But p Casdoeshaveone formidable advantageover all other
luminous stars:its extraordinaryoptical brightness.

Fantastic
theLight
Spilting
More than a centuryagoastronomersnoticedthat when the light of
starsis split into colors,the starscanbe classifiedaccordingthe pres-
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spectrumof its visiblelight hasbeenrecordedwith high precisionfor
more than a century.In particular,we havediscoveredthat p Casis
one ofvery few cool starsfor which recurrentspectralchangescanbe
linked with the star'ssemi-regularbrightnesschanges:the positions
of the spectralabsorptionlines changeperiodicallywith time, shifting right to left and back again,while the lines'shapesand darknesses changeaswell. They are occasionallyevenbrighter than the surrounding,continuousspectrumand becomebright "emissionlines."
As a doctoralstudentat Utrecht,the SpaceResearch
Organization
of The Netherlands,I organizedn 1993a smallgroup of researchers

with the goal of combiningspectralobservationsof p Casfrom two
telescopes.
Sincethen, however,the group's efforts have grown to
includecontinuousmonitoring programsfrom six differenttelescopes
in the United Statesand Europe.One would normally requirea large
high-resolutionobservationswe coltelescopefor the ground-based,
lect from p Cas,but the star is so bright in the opticalportion of the
electromagneticspectrum that a high-quality and high-resolution
spectrumcanbe collectedwithin an hour usingone-to two-metertelescopes.
Fortunately,we haveaccessin the northern hemisphereto
with high-resolutionspectrographs,
suchtelescopes
which permitsus
year-round,spectroscopic
access
to p Cas.Indeed,our observational
campaignon this staris one of the largestground-based,
high-resoluprogramseverconducted.
tion, spectral-monitoring
But p Casis more than just a cool, Iuminous star.Unlike many
other bright starsin the sky,there is no observationalevidencethat
p Casis part of a binary or multiple-starsystem.This wassuspected before 1993and has in the meantimebeen confirmedby our
spectralmonitoring program.This fact may appearto be only a
detailin a much biggerpicture,yet for a stellarspectroscopist
the
differencebetweenbinarity or other multiplicity and not is asgreat
as that betweenday and night. The observedshiftsof the spectral
lines could be influenced,if not solelyproduced,by gravitational
tugson largep Casby smallerbut sufficientlymassivecompanions.
If this werethe situation,it would be practicallyimpossiblefor one
to directly correlatethe remarkableline shifts with the brightness
changesof the star itself,compromisingthe ultimate goal of our
monitoring programto documentand unravelthe physicalcause
for this dependence.
In the summer of 2000,after more than six yearsof continuous
spectralmonitoring, p Cas finally revealedmore than we had ever
hoped for. The star brightenedand then abruptly dimmed by more
than a full magnitude-almost three times dimmer-all the while
displayingtremendousspectralchanges.
After more than half a century sinceits similar,dramaticeventin 1946,enigmaticp Casrevealed
its deepestsecretsthrough a new eruption-likely a once-in-a-career
event for an astronomer.Our continuous,high-resolutionspectral
monitoring program yielded an amazingresult:the highestrate of

The spectrum of p Cas around the Balmer Ho line of hydrogen,This spectral line forms over a large fraction of the upper atmosphere and continuously changes its shape. In the year before the outburst of mid-2000, the
line revealed strong emission to the left of the Horabsorption trough;
emission at this side of the line is usually not observed in p Cas. The
absorption trough is shifted to the right with respect to the centerofmass velocity of the hypergiant (the vertical red line), which signals a
strong collapse of the upper atmosphere. Since mid-2001, very strong
emission reappeared to the left of Ho, but rapid changes in the past ten
months imply a new, rapid phase of atmospheric expansion. Plot courtesy
of the author.

their coresand eventuallyevolvefrom the hottest, blurrr, ,u4r-lotii""""'
spectralclassto becomefirst blue supergiantsand then to reàder,
cooler,type-M supergiants.
Starswith forty to sixty solar masses
loop back from their red-supergiant
phaseinto hotter and smaller
blue supergiants.
Abovesixty solarmasses,
stellar-evolution
theory
suggests
that starsneverreachcoolspectral-class
M and remainhot,
extremesupergiants.
Thesecuriousevolutionaryloopsarepredicted only for luminousstarsborn with masses
within a limited range.

"Our
observational
campaign
isoneofthelargest
0np Cas
ground-based
programs
spectroscopic
ever
conducted
mass-lossby a starduring a singleoutburst.At the sametime, p Cas
disclosedin an unequivocalway its true nature:it is a "yellow hypergiant."Our observationsof the star havecontinuedin the aftermath
of the outburst,and the most recentspectralevolutionrevealsnew,
dramatic,dynamicalchangesin its outer atmosphere.

How
Hyper
isYour
Giant?
p Cas is among the most massive,cool stars presently known.
Theoreticalmodelsemployedto predict the evolution of very luminous starsindicatethat the stars'livesare relativelyshort: the heavier a star is at birth, the soonerit dieswith a blinding flash of light
in a supernovaexplosion.
Indeed, different massesat birth spell different lives for stars.
Starswith ten to about sixty times the Sun'smassburn hydrogenin

Evolutionarytracksfor p Cas-with its total lifespanof ten million years,one or two million of which will be spentas a red supergiant-show that it is either becominga red supergiantor is on its
way back from being one.In generaland after the hydrogenin their
coresis depleted,starsbegin fusing hydrogento helium in a shell
just outsidetheir hot, helium-richcores.Modelspredict that near
the end of its red-supergiantstage,a massivestar reactsto the constant drain of energyfrom this shell sourceof energyby raising its
centraltemperatureto more than 100million kelvinsand initiating
the fusion of the core helium into carbon. Following an extended
periodof differentnuclearfusionregimes(e.g.,carbonfusion,oxygen fusion, etc.) and concomitantstructural changes,the outer layers of the red supergiantcontract,which increasesthe surfacetemperature.The red supergiantis now evolving"blueward."
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Here are a number of supen and hypergiant stars according to their surface temperatures and luminosities.The cool luminous stars'surface temperatures marked in the right-half of the ligure are below | 0,000 K. Stars
on the left side are hot (blue) luminous stars.The surface temperatures of
the yellow hypergiants p Cas, HR 8752, and IRC+ | 0420 change over time,
marked with horizontal lines between the observed minimum and maximum temperatures. The blue horizontal line for p Cas rePresents the
temperature change from about 7500 K to below 4000 K observed over
roughly 200 days during the eruption of 2000, Plot courtesy ofthe author.

This scenariois rather sketchybecausewe know that red supergiants are convective,large quantitiesof energy carried by hot
parcelsof gasfrom a star'sdepthsto its surface,and releaseenormousamountsof atmosphericgasinto space.Consider,for illustrawhich if placedat the Sun's
tion, that M-classsupergiantBetelgeuse,
position would have a surface somewherebetween Mars's and
fupiter'sorbits,shedseachyearabouta millionth of a solarmass;the
massloss comesfrom steadywind leaving the star'shuge surface.
Red supergiantsare,therefore,one of the most important cosmic
factories for replenishing the interstellar medium with material
processed
through nuclearfusion reactions.More specificallyin this
case,the copiouslossof massfrom a cool luminousstaris believed

An artist's impression capturing the linear dimension of p Cas.The hypergiant has an average radius 400 to 500 times that ofthe Sun, so large that
if placed at the Sun's position, p Cas's photosphere would extend beyond
the orbit of Mars. The photosphere of the star oscillates by deforming
from its normal spherical shape over a period of about one year.The outer
atmosphere extends even farther out and pulsates over a longer period of
time than the lower atmosphere. lllustration courtesy of the âuthor.

evolutionarystage.
Mysteriousp Casis evenmore extreme.It usuallyhasan optical
spectrumcorrespondingto a surfacetemperatureof about 6000to
7000 kelvins and with unusuallybroad absorption lines not commonly observedin the spectraof othet "normal" yellowsupergiants
suchasô CanisMajoris and rpCassiopeiae,
which haveluminosities
comparableto p Cas.As with p Cas,the visual brightnessof these
supergiantsfluctuatessomewhatdue to oscillationsof the stellar
atmosphere,yet p Casdiffers in that it frequentlyshowsvery strong
emissioncomponentsin an important line in the red part of the
spectrum.
This spectralline, called Balmer Ha and correspondingto a
wavelengthof 6563Â, is producedby atomic hydrogengas,the most
abundantchemicalelementin the star'spulsatingatmosphere.The

"Red
forreplenishing
the
factories
arecosmic
supergiants
processed
nuclear
reactions
through
withmateria[
Universe
to havea decisiveinfluenceon the star'sbluewardevolution,which
may last only as long as 50,000years,lessthan one percentof the
star'sentire lifetime.
Only a handful of cool luminous starsknown in the Milky Way
Galaxyare thought to be post-redsupergiants,and they are notorious for their changingspectralproperties.HR 8752,for example,is
a cool hypergiant that increasedits surfacetemperatureby 3000
kelvins over the past thirty years,while the temperature of star
IRC+10420increasedat least2000kelvinsoverthe last two decades.
It is presently unclear if such large temperature changescan be
directly attributed to activereconstructionof the stellarinterior on
human time scales,but the stars'spectrado indicatea very advanced
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line'sshapeprovidesus â preciseindicator for gasmovementsin the
extendedhypergiant atmosphere,where it forms. The emissionportion of the Hcr line is causedby Doppler-shiftedphotons from a
strong stellar wind, indicative of a very high rate of mass loss.
Indeed,beforep Cas'sdramaticdimming of 2000my group occaratesa hundred million times higher
sionallymeasuredmass-loss
than that observedfor the Sun'ssolarwind.
The broad absorptionlinesof p Casare formed by supersonic,
turbulent gas movements. Spectral changes indicate the star's
atmosphereis very unstable,with surging upward and downward
currentsof material,a strongstellarwind blowing materialoutward,
and other atmosphericactivitiesthat togethergiverise to pulsations

Another artist's impression of p Cas, illustrating in this case the hypergiant's large-scale,atmospheric pulsations.We infer such motions using changes in
position of a neutral, photospheric iron line.When the atmosphere collapses,the absorption line is Dopplenshifted toward longer wavelengths;when the
atmosphere expands,the line shifts toward shorter wavelengths.The line's shape and intensity also change due to variations ofthe density and temper'
ature in the gas layers where the spectral line is formed. lllustration courtesy ofthe authon

of the surfacetemperature,brightnessand size,in quasi-regular
periodsof about 320 days.During p Cas'spulsationsin surfacetemperatureof about 750kelvins,the averageradiusof its visiblesurface
changesby forty percent and averagesa mean size of 400 to 500
timesthe radiusof the Sun.
p Cas is, thus, smaller than red supergiantBetelgeusewith a
is
mean radiusaround 700 times the Suns radius.But Betelgeuse
not a hlpergiant. The term "hypergiant" doesnot refer to the large
size or luminosity of a massivestat but insteadto its exceptional
spectralpropertiesindicativeof a distendedand dynamicallyactive
atmosphere.One out of a million starsin our Galaxyis a normal
supergiantstar,yet fewer are hypergiants.And the cool hypergiants
are extremelyscarce,their erratic atmosphericbehaviorthought to

ming lasted for about 400 days,and the star returned to normal
brightnesslevelsin Iate 1947. Spectrafrom this period clearlyshow
absorption lines that are Doppler-displacedtoward shorter waveIengthsduring the brightnessdecline,signalingatmosphericgases
rushing outward. However,theseold spectroscopicdata are rather
coarseand too sparse,and we can not infer much about the dlnamics or thermal conditionsin p Cas'satmosphereduring this historical eruption.
Sincethat time the quality of spectroscopicmeasurementshas
improved considerably.Over the pastten yearswe collectedfrom p
Casa total of about 100,high-resolution,opticalspectraon different nights. The combined data setsyield the surprising result that
the visual brightness changesof p Cas are, in fact, matched by

properties
"hypergiant
spectral
refers
t0astartexceptional
atmosphere"
andactive
ofadistended
indicative
result from their advancedevolutionarystageon a blueward loop.
They are so luminous that one cool hypergianthas evenbeenidentified in the spiral galaxyM33.

Changes
Mysterious
In the summerof 1946,p Casdimmedby 1.5magnitudesto become
fainter than 6.0 magnitudes.During this unexpectedevent,the star
temporarily changedits spectralclassfrom F to much coolerM and
showedprominent spectralabsorption bands attributed to titanium-oxide molecules,whosepresencesignalslow atmospherictemperature.Suchbroad absorptionbandsare common for the optical
and p Cepheus,but are
spectraof M-classstars,such as Betelgeuse
absentin spectraof F-classstars.During p Cas's1946event,more
than spectralchangeswereobserved:the atmosphere'saveragetemperature decreasedby more than 3000 kelvins,causingthe star to
dim in the visible but to brighten in the infrared. The visible dim-

Doppler shiftsobservedin the photosphericspectrallinesabout one
hundred days earlier.In other words, the upward and downward
movementsof atmosphericgasesare mimicked by intensity variations of continuouslight emissionfrom the star due to temperattlre
changesin the lower atmosphere.In general,when p Cas'satmosphere collapses,it heatsup over the following three months. After
it coolsdown again.
re-inflating,
In early 2000largeshifts of the absorptionlines showedthat the
atmospherewas strongly collapsing.Roughly one hundred days
later the brightnessreachedan unprecedented4.0 magnitudes.Over
the following hundred days,p Cas'satmosphereexpanded,reaching
a maximum velocity of about 35 km/secin a massiveeruption, and
subsequentlychilledby at least3000kelvinslater that year.We were
ableto measurethe wavelengthshiftsof the newly formed titaniumoxide bands:the combined measurementsrevealthat 10,000Earth
massesof gaswereblastedoff into spaceover a period of 200 days.
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An artist's rendition of the millennium outburst of p Cas, Clockwise, from
upper left: in January 2000 the brightness increases rapidly due to the
strong collapse of the lower atmosphere; the surface temperature rises
above 7000 K. In early to mid-2000 the atmosphere rapidly expands while
the spectrum shifts toward shorter wavelengths.The outer atmosphere
accelerates supersonically and is partly expelled into space. The entire
upper atmosphere begins to quickly cool, changing the star's color yellowish-white to orange. In summer and fall of 2000 the temperature in the

outer atmosphere decreases below 4000 K. New molecules can then form
and appear in the optical spectrum. Meanwhile, the lower surface starts to
retreat and the spectrum shifts back toward longer wavelengths.The cool
circumstellar gas shell expands further, possibly becoming detached one
year later, while the atmosphere contracts and the hypergiant's brightness
and surface temperature increase to their levels before the outburst.
lllustration courtesy of the author.

Many other strangefeaturesareobservedin the outburstspectra
from 2000,suchaspeculiarand normallyabsent(savefor the 1946
eruption)emissionlinesof sodium.The most strikingfeature,however,is the broad,red-shiftedHcxabsorptionline that showsemisside.The emissioncomponentis very
sion at its short-wavelength
strongin the months during the collapseand beforethe visible outcompletelyduring the deepdimming of p Cas.
burstbut disappears

some of the gas escapes into the environment

around p Cas.

The energeticsof the massivegaslayersexpelledfrom the starare
subtle but very important. Freed atoms can bind into molecules
such as titanium oxide, and, as the ejectedlayersexpandand cool,
free protons and electronsrecombineinto neutral hydrogenatoms.
Both thesecombinationsrelease
energyto the ejectedlayers,which
resultsin an increasein the layers'expansion
velocity.Detailedcal-

"measurements
reveal
that10,000
Earth
masses
ofgas
were
thrown
injust200days"
offbyp Cas
From this profound and time-dependentspectralline shape,we
infer that the star's entire upper atmospherefalls down onto the
star's photosphere,which subsequentlywarms under the strong
Further,our spectralmonitoring of the BalmerHcr
compression.
line revealsthat high layersof the atmosphereoscillatewith a longer
period than thoselower.As the gasshootsupwardfrom deepatmosphericlayers,it temporarilyexceeds
the gravitationalpull ofthe star;
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culationsshowthat the hydrogenrecombinationmechanismis very
effectivein acceleratingthe explosionof the atmosphereof a yellow
hypergiant,leading,in fact, to what we call a "superwind" from the
star.The outburst resultsfrom the synchonizationof outward acceleration with the thermal cooling rate, causing an avalancheof
hydrogenrecombination.A similar recombinationmechanismfor
helium atoms is a possiblecausefor the faster eruptions of the

smallerR CoronaeBorealisstars.And in the spectraof RV Tauri
variables,titanium-oxide bands reminiscent of those in p Cas
appearduring brightnessminimum, whereasstrong Hcr emission
occursduringbrightnessmaximum.Starsof this typearealsosemispectrathat canvary betweenspectral
regularpulsatorsand possess
suggest
Yet
thoughtheir spectralchanges
K-M.
even
and
F-G
classes
kinship with the yellow hlpergiants,thesestarsfar lessmassiveand
smallerthan P Cas.
The advancedevolutionarystageof all thesecool-startypesindithe elasticthat stronglyenhances
catesa prominentatomicProcess
Pulsationsin deeplevelsof
ity of the stars'dlmamicatmospheres.
the atmospherecan becomeamplifiedand grow into circumstellar
shock wavesthat strongly inflate and cool the upper atmosphere.
Outburst spectraof p Cas revealthat its atmospheremore than
doublesin size,and then retreatsduring about threemonths after
the shellejection.

Peeled
OurEyes
Keeping
Over the past three years,the bright emissionat the short-wavewith an unusually
length side of p Cas'sHcr line has reappeared
broadabsorptiontrough,signalingthe collapseof the star'sextendThis peculiarHo profilewasalsoobservedin
ed upperatmosphere.
in 1986,but it hasnever
p Casbeforea moderatebrightnessdecrease
period
The
recentspectralvelocity
this
long.
beenobservedover a
layers of the deeper
2003,
that
since
early
reveal
measurements
not
reachthe very fast
but
did
rapidly
expanding
were
atmosphere
expansionvelocitiesobservedduring the millenium outburst.The
lower photospherestartedto contractquickly againin the fall of
2003,so we havenot observeda new eruption as we imaginedwe
might.
Our continuousmonitoring reveals,however,a new strange,
spectralphenomenon.The shapeof the Ho line has rapidly and
dramaticallytransformedduringthe pastten months,signalingthat
the upper atmospherereversedfrom contractioninto a fast global
expansionwith enhancedmassloss.This remarkablyfastphenomenonhasnot beforebeenobservedin p Casor in anyotherstar.We
are left wondering what is in store for p Cas in the coming
months-could the millennium eruption havebeen only the precursorof a strongereruptionstill preparingto blow?
The criticalthing for my group to do is to continueour moni-

Dynamic spectra of the Balmer Hc line of hydrogen (panel left) and of a
photospheric, neutral iron line (panel right), Line profiles are linearly
interpolated between consecutive observation nights in the past decade,
marked with the left-hand tickmarks. Each new calendar year is shown on
the right, Dashed white lines trace the average atmospheric velocity
determined from line shifts. Notice the strong blue-shift of the iron line
during the mid-2000 outburst, which is preceded by strong emission
(white spots) in the short-wavelength wing of Ha while the absorPtion
core extends longward and the photospheric iron line strongly red-shifts.
A collapse of the upper and lower atmosphere precedes the outburst.
Observed over the past months is expansion ofthe upper Hcl atmosphere
with emission in the long-wavelength line wing. Plot courtesy of the
author.
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onlythe
have
been
eruption
themillennium
toblow?"
stittpreparing
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eruption
ofastronger
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'r\rhena new outburst occurs,we must collect by half centuries and occurring over a few tens of millennia or pertoring of p Cas.
high-quality spectra during the star's fast brightnessdecrease haps as super- or even hypernovae. All we can do is wait. And keep
an eye on p Cassiopeiae.@
becausethey will provide important clues to and information
and,
more
about the accelerationmechanismof the atmosphere,
ALEXJ. R. LOBEL is a stellar astrophysîcistat the Center for
generally,such observationswill help us uncover the physical
and the Smithsonian AstrophysicalObservatory in
Astrophysics
gargantuan
stellar
drive
these
instigate
and
that
mechanisms
Massachusetts.His researchinterestsare stellar
Cambridge,
of
cool
studies
our
and
others'continued
In
addition,
explosions.
atmospheres and dynamîcs,and his research,which is funded in part
hypergiantslike p Caswill addressthe basicquestionof why these
by NASA, is based on spectroscopic observationsand theoretical
starsare rare comparedto the blue luminous stars.Finally,our
modeling. More information,images,and animatîonsabout p Casare
work will hopefully permit us to say how hypergiantsend their
or alobel.freeshell.org.
availableat cfa-www.harvard.edu/-alobel
stellardays-through a seriesof mass-losingeruptionsseparated
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